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Fo·r benze.notd or non-benzenoid ca:ta1fusenes having a non-
-ibranched string 01f cata-co.ndensed rings, the numbers K of 
Kekule structures (perfect matching·s) can be expressed vi<t 
the recurrence relationship (1); as a coa.-ollary when each anne-
lated .segment has exactly two ring.s, the numbers O'f Kelm.le 
structures form the Fiibonacci sequence. 
Coro.nary 2 presents a second re.lationshi:p with Fiibonacci 
numbers. Algebraic expressions for the number of Kekule struc-
1tures in non-brainched cata.fusenes 1n terms of hexago.n num-
bers iJn each linearly condensed segment can be obtained. The 
numbers of terms in .such .a,,lgebraic expressivns lead to a new 
numerical triangle (Table I) which is related to Pascal's tri-
angle, and which pwvides a third link with the F~bonacci 
numbers expressed either by relation (7) or by the equivalent 
relation (10). 
INTRODUCTION 
In hydrogen-depleted constitutional graphs of polycyclic benzenoid 
condensed hydrocarbon graphs, the degrees of all vertices are two, three 
or four. Two six-membered rings are said ;to be condensed .if they share 
a bond, i.e. if they have in common two adjacent vertices. 
'Dhere exist tw,o modes of ring fusion (condensation) : if no vertex 
is common .to three six-membered :ring.s, the structur,e ls said to be cata-
-condensed; if there exiist vertices common to three six-membered rings, 
the structure is peri-condensed. In this paper w,e shall discuss only oata-
-ooindensed polycyclic benzenoid hydrocarbon;s (polyhexes)which possess 
formula C 4n +2 H 2n+ 4when they have n bemzenoid rings. Polyhexes are ipor-
Uons (subgmphs) of the honeycomb lattice which is one of the tesselations 
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of the plane. To simplify the nomenclatwre, we shall use for cata-c1onden-
sed polyhexes the name cata,fusenes (ais mentioned above, we shall not 
diiscuss perifusenes). 
If t 'he centers of six-membere1d r,ings are mark·ed by a point and if 
two points are joi.lned by a line whenever ithe t·wo respective rings are 
condensed, one obtains the duaUs.t graph of the polyhex. An a1·ternative 
def:tnition2 of cata-condensation considers the f!act that dwalist graphs 
of catafusenes oontaJin no cycles (i.e. they are trees in graph-theoretical 
terminology). Dualist graphs differ in ,several r.espeots from normal graphs; 
the most significant aspect is that their bond angles are imporiliant. Ex-
tension of a dualirst grnph from an endpoint may occur linearly {linear 
annelatton) i1e. at an angle of 180°, .or at angles 120° or 240° (kLnked 
annelatdon). The strooture may be coded numerioa1ly by using for ang1es 
of 180° or 120° (240°) the digiits O and 1(2), respectively. Each line or bond 
in the molecular griaph of the polyhex symbolizes an electron paLr binding 
two carbion atoms; itwo such carbon atoms may share 'two e1ectrons ('sym-
bolized 'bY a single bond) •Or four electrons (symbolized by a double bond). 
Kekule's well-known benziene formula conta,ins alternatively Si.Ingle and 
doUJble bondis d.n a six-membered ring; each vertex 1-6 stands for a CH 
group. Sinc·e atom 1 may be lin~ed to atom 2 either by a single or by 
a double bond, benzene ha:s two Kekule structures. 
Fi:gure 1. The two Kelmle structures o,f benzene. 
Naphthalene has two condensed benzenoid rings. With three con-
densed benzenoid rings there exist two isomeric catafusenes, namely 
anthracene with linear annelaition (a representative of the acene series 
possessing always linear anneLation, whose dualist graphs are stratght 
lines) and phenathrene with kinked annelation (see Figure 2 where dwa-
list graphs G* of ,these catafusenes are represented also). · 
The numbers of ~ekule structures for polyhexes oan be oorrelaited 
with their stability and with other prioperties of these hydrocarbons. There 
e:ici•st several methods for find'ing how many Ke:kule structur.es exist for 
a giv·en polyhex, which have been recently reviewed.3•4 
Oata.fusenes differing only i.n the direction of kinks but having the 
same numbers of hexagons in linear .segments (which ar·e arranged in the 
same ord•er and with the ·same branching topology) are called isoarithmiic4a 
because they have the same Kekule structure count. A different way of 
ex:pres•sing the same idea is to assoc.iat,e with catafusenes a tree T (»iso-
arithmicity tree«) which is a homeomorphic contraction of the dualist graph 
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Figure 2. Ring structure and dualist graphs of naphthalene, anthracene, 
pheinanthrene, chryseine, and picene. 
by ignoring all vertices with linear annelation. Catafusenes wl.:th isomor-
phi-c trees T1 and T2 are isoarithmic if the corresponding linear segments 
of the caitafusene.s have the same num:ber of he~gonis.4a 
A related concept, of isocannonicall polyhexes, was proposed by Bier-
mann :and Schimidt4b for polyhexes hav1ing the same structure co'Unt ratio 
for product and reacitant, according to Herndon's definition of this ratio 
as :a ll"eactiVlity index.4c 
The kinked annelation of phenanthrene may be continued to form 
a zigzag catafusene (e.g. chrysene, picene). Alternatively, the kinked 
annelation of phenanthrene may be continued to afford a helix-shaped 
system called helicene. The helicenes wtth the saime number of hexagions 
form a series whose terms are isoa11ithmic to the zigzag catafusenes. 
NUMBERS OF KEKULE STRUCTURES FOR ZIGZAG CATAFUSENES 
All oatafusenes with the same number n of hexagons are i.somer~c 
Le. they all have the same molecular formula C4n +2 H 2n+4 . The molecular. 
graph of a cata-condens·ed benzenoid hydr•OCall"bon will be named here 
catafusene graph. Every such graph G with n hexagons has predse1ly 
p = 4n + 2 vieritices and q = 5n + 1 edges. The verttces of G will be La•be-
led by v1,v2, ••• ,VP and the edges by e1, ... ,eP, E1, ... ,E r - u such that e1 = 
= vivi+ 1 for 1 ~ i L. p-1, eP = vpv1 and the p-cycle of G: v1,v2, ••• , vp,v1 is 
the iperiimeter of G. The edges e1,e2, ••• ,eP of G will ibe called e~ternal 
and the remainiing n-1 edges E1, ••• ,En-l are s·aid to be internal; the 
~atter represent the bonds 1between neighbouring hexagons of the struc-
ture, and are intersected by edges of the dualist graph. To every cata-
fusene graph G c1onta.lning n he:im1~ons we ha\ne assrodated its dualist 
graph G* which is ,a t;ree having n veritices and n-1 edges. Hence dwaUst 
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graphs of catafusenes are trees whose v·ertices r·epresent centres of hexa-
gons and whose edg·es link together vertices corresponding to condensed 
hexagons, 1.e. vertices sharing two adjracent carbon atoms in the original 
hydrocarbon. A vertex in a dualist gimph can have degree one (endrp.oint 
or terminal vw-tex), two, or at most three; in the l:atter case this is a 
branchding point. In this paper we are concerned with non-'branched cata-
fus•enes only, whose dualist graiphs have "Veritices of degree one oir two. 
Every Kekule st:riucture of a catafusene molecule is in a one-to-one 
correspondence with a selection of p/2 independent, Le. mutually non-
-adjacent, edges in :the corresponding molecular g:riaiph. Any subset of 
p/2 tnJCl.ependent edges 1n a graph wi-th p vertices dis caHed a peirfec:t 
matching of this graph. Hence every ~ekule .structure of a catafusene 
molecule col'responds to a selection of p/2 independent edg.es in its associa-
ted c·a.tafusene graph. Note that every catafusene graph has exactJy two 
perfect match'ing\S containing external edges only, namely { e1, e3, •• • , ep-i} 
Mld { e2, e4, ••• , ep}· 
Denote by Kn(r) the number of Kekule structures for a non-branched 
catafusene graph G consisting of n ld.near segments with r hexagons each 
and by Kn* (r) the number of these .structures for the grap:h derived from 
G iby deleting one ,O'f the two terminal hexagons . 
. Theo.rem 1. The numbers Kn(r) v·erify the following recUifrence re-
la.tion: 
Kn(r) = (r-l)Kn-1(r) + Kn-2(r) 
for n ~ 3 and K1(r) = rr + 1 ; K2(r) = r 2 + 1. 
Proof: Since every Kekule sitructure of a catafuseine molecule i\S in ra ib1-
jective correspondence with a perfect matchi•ng of the corresponding mo-
lecular graiph G, it foU.ows that K 1 (r) = r + 1. Indeed, in this case G has 
exactly :two perfoot matchings conitaining exJternal edges only and r-1 
perfect maitc<hings containing exactly one internal edge of G. Note that 
any .subset of two intiernal edges E, and Et of G ·is not contained in any 
perfoot matching of G ibecause the paths on the perimeter of G connecting 
the extremi.ties 1of E, to those of Et are /both even paths of G. Similarly 
we f;ind that K 2 (r) = 2 + 2(r-1) + (r-1) 2 = r2 + 1, since every perfect 
FLgure 3. Terminal ipart o;f a non-branched cata;fusene with lineM" se.gments 
having r hexagons each (in the drawing, r = 4) . 
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matching of G contains at most two dntJernal edges, one on each linear 
portion of G. 
Let now G be a c·ata-fusene g1riaph consisting of n linear segments 
wi.th r hexagons each, ~ be a terminal hexagon of this graph and 
x, y, z, t, u, v, w vertices .of this graph, drawn in Figure 3 for r = 4. 
Denote !by L the linear segment of G with r hexagons lying betiween 
a and ~ in F~gure 3. Fir&t :0bserv·e rthat any perfec.t matchling of G does 
not contatn .the pa'irs of external edges {wx, yu} or {xt, yz} since the 
paths on the perimeter of G arround ·~ ·between t and y and between x 
and u are both even paths of Jeng.th 4(r - 1). Hence the set M of perfect 
matchingis .of G may ibe written as 
M = Mxy U Mwz U M tu, 
where Mxy is the set of perfect matchi!Il:g.s of G contain'ing xy, M wz is the 
set of perfect matchings c•ontaining both xw and yz and M1u corresponds 
to the choicie of xt and yu. Note that Mxy' M1u and Mwz a1re three pairwise 
disjoint sets. 
It is clear that there exists a unique perfect matcihling of L such th.art .this 
matching contains xy or both xw and yz. Since ervery perfect matcb:ing 
of a contains xy or both xw and yz, .it follows rthait 
If a perf.ect matching of L includes both edges xt and yu, this matching 
may ·or may not oontain any internal edge from .the set of r-2 internal 
edges different from xy of L. Hence set {xt, yu} may be completed to a 
perfect ma.itching of L in r-1 ways, and any such matching contains also 
edge vz. :tf we delete linear segment L from G we obtain a catafusene graph 
which has exactly Kn-1*(r) perfect ma.tchings, hence we oon write 
IM 1ul = (r-l)K*n-1(r) 
which implie.s :that 
Kn(T} = IMI = Kn-1Cr) + (r-l)K*n-1•(T) (2) 
If we delete ~ from G, the corresponding linear segment L' includes only 
r-1 he~agons. Hence similarly a:s a'bove we derive that 
Kn*(r) = Kn-1Cr) + (r-2)Kn-1*'(r) 
From (2) and (3) we obtain 
Kn* (rr) = Kn(T) - Kn-1'" (r), or equivalently 
(3) 
Kn(T) = Kn*(r) + Kn- 1*(r) (4) 
By replacing in (2) the ;values of Kn(r) and Kn_1(r) from (4), we find 
Now (4) implies 
K,..(r) = (r-l)Kn-1*·(T} + Kn-2*(r) + (r-OKn-2* (rr) + Kn-3*(r) = 
= 1(r -1) (Kn-1*•(r) + Kn-2* (r)) + Kn-2* (rr) + Kn-s* (T) = 
= (r - 1) Kn-1{r) + Kn-2(T) . 
The theorem .is proved. 
(5) 
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Corollary 1. The numlbers Kn(2) are Fi1bonacci numbers, i.e. 
Kn:(2) = Fn+2 
Lndeed, Kn(2) = Kn-1 (2) + Kn-z(2) and K 1 (2) = 3; K 2 (2) = 5 (We consider 
here that F 0 = F 1 = 1 and Fn+z = Fn+i + Fn for any n ~ 0). 
It fotlow,s itha.t for isoarithmic helicenes or zigzag catafusenes consisting 
of linear s1egments with two hexagons each the numbers of Kekule struc-
tures form the Fi1bonacci sequence, 1as mentJioned by Cyvin,5 and earJier 
first !by Gordon and Davison,6 and then by Yen.7 
GENERALIZATION FOR NON-BENZENOID EVEN-MEMBERED SYSTEMS 
What was demonstrated above for benzenoid catafusenes can be ge-
neraHzed for non-branched non-benzenoid cata-condensed systems formed 
from even-membered rings all having the same size. We define an annela-
tion angJe character cp as even or odd as seen in Figure 4 by means of 
dualist graphs: linear annelation corresponds to an even annelation angle 
character, Le. cp = 0, and so on. 
tp = .o 
~=2 
Figure 4. Annelatioo angle characters for a noo-bene:enoid cata-condensed 
system ha,ving Ml etgiht-membered termina.l ring. 
Even-membered rtngs (4m-membered, or 0 (mod 4) and 4m+2-membered, 
or 2(mod 4)) are assigned wiith a sIBe index A which is either A= 0 for 
O(mod 4)-rings or A= 1 for 2:(mod 4)-T'ings, i.e. again an even/odd index. 
All the preceding (and the following) formula.s which refer to ben-
zeinoid systems having m = 1, .e. to 2(mod 4)-rings, may be c1onverted inrto 
rela·tionships which apply to O(mod 4)-rings if one replaces »segments of 
liniearly condensed flings« by »segments consisting O·f condensed O(mod 4)-
-rings such tha.t the annelation angle chamcter cp 'is odd«. 
Therefore in a non-branched cata-condensed system the segmernts are 
delimitated by annelation points where A+ cp is .odd. 
The generalization is as '.follows: If the sum A + cp .is even, then the 
non-braniche:d strililg of cata-condensed rings armnged in n segments 
with two ·rings ea·ch has Fn+2 Kekule structures. 
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SEQUENCES OF INTEGERS 
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Corollary 1 has an a.nteresting appJ:icatLon to the enumeration, in 
terms of the Fibonacci numbers, of some sequences of integers satisfying 
parity conditions, as follows. 
Corollary 2. The numbe1r of all ,sequences of integers 
1 ,s i1 < i2 < . .. < ik ,s n 
such thait. is+1- i. = 1 (mod 2) ,f.or s = 1, .. . , k-1 (l ,S k ,Sn) ls equal 
to F n+2 -2. 
Proof. Let G be a zig~ag catafusene graph composed of n linear segments 
with two hexagons each. It follows that G has n + 1 hexagons and n 
internal edges E1, E2, • •• , En, whlicrh 1are numbered such that E; Ues bet-
ween Ej_1 and Ei+l for i = 2, ... , n ~ 1. 
The number of perfect matchings of G ls equal to Kn(2) = Fn+2 • Among 
these there are two pel"fect matchingrs containing external edges only, 
hence the number of perfect matchings which include at :least one internal 
edge equals F n+2 - 2. We shall prove that a selection {E;1, E12 , ••• , Eik} of 
internal edges with 1 L i1 < i2 < ... < ik L n; k ~ is the set of internal 
edges of 'a 'UDJique per,fect matching of G if and only if all differences 
is+1 - is are odd for 1 ,S s ,S k - 1. 
Note that if E, = V;Vj ts an internal erdge of G, then both paths P1 and P2 
connecting v1 and vj on the perimeter of G (:c,ompo,sed of external edges 
only) are odd. To see lthis, consider a hexagon correspond'ing to a terminal 
vertex of the graph G*. If we delete this hexagon from G, exactly one 
of the rpiaths P1 and P2 decreases its length ,by 4, hence it conserves its 
pari,ty. We may repeat this procedure until we .find a graph oonsiisting 
of two hexagons only, and E, is the unique internal edge of this oatafu.sene 
graph., hence the two paths .between V; and vJ have both a length equal 
to J.ive. Since both paths P1 ,and P2 have odd length, lit. follows that both 
odd paths P1' and P2' derived from P1 or P2, respectively, by deleting their 
extremities V; and V; and the edges incident to V; and V; have a uDJique 
perfect matcihing M1, respectively M 2• Therefore there exists a unique per-
fect matching of G containing edge E. and 2n + 2 external edges, namely 
M 1 U M2 U {Es}· 
Now if we consider itwo internal edges E, and Et of G with 1 ,s s < t ,s n, 
there exist exactly two paths P1 and P2 on the perime,ter of G connecting 
the extremttdes of E, to those of Et and having in common with E. and Et 
only their extremilt.ies. It is 'Clear ,thart if we are going from E. to Et, P1 
and P2 contain four ed:g•es each on the first linear segment composed 
of two hexag;ons of G. Afte1r this, these paths always turn to 1'eft or to 
right, hence the number of ·edges of P1 and P2 increases by 1 or by 3, i.e. 
they always change the parity. Hence P1 and P2 have the same parity in 
G, equal to ,t·he prarirty of the difference t - s. 
Consequently, the perimeter of G is decomposed by E, and Et into 
four 1paths: P1 and P2 having the parity of t - s, P3 bet,ween the extremi-
ties of E., and P4 between the e~tremities of Et. We have proved in the case 
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of a single internal edge that P3 aind P4 are both odd. Hence there exists 
a unique perfect matching of G containing both E, ·and E1 if and only if 
P1 and P2 are both odd, or equivalently if t - s = 1 (mod 2). 
We can use a simiJar argumenrt for a set of k 6 n internal edrges 
{E;1, E12, ••• , E1k} of G. Indeed, by deleting the vertices of these edges we 
obtain a subgraph Gk of G and the perimeter of G decomposes inito a 
collection of paths. If the leng•th of every path in this collection is odd, 
Le. all differences i,+1 - i. are odd, there exists a unique perfect matching 
in Gk whlich together wiith E;u .•. , E 1k yields a unique perfect matching 
in G containing these internal edges. H at least one path from the a.bove 
collection has even length, i.e. at J•east one of the diJ'f.erences is+l - i. is 
even, then a perfect ma.tching of G C·ontaining all the edges E;1, ••• , E1k 
cannot exist. The proof is complete. 
FIBONACCI NUMBERS AND A POLYNOMIAL COUNTING TECHNIQUE 
FOR THE KEKULE STRUCTURES 
Let G be a non-tbranched c·atMusene graph consisting of n linear 
segments having the labels a 1, a2, ••• , an, such that every linea.r segment 
with label a1 lies between linear segments having labels a1_u respectively 
a 1+1 for i = 2, ... , n - 1. 
With a such graph G in [4] is associ<ated ·the polynomial 
n 
P(G;a1, ... , an) = 1 + II (a1 + 1) - W(G), 
i=l 
(6) 
where W(G) is a polynomial expression }nvolving products of a;'s having 
al:l coefficients equal to one. By grouping these products according to the 
number k of a/s, one obtains Taible I. Note tha.'t W(G) = 0 only for n = 1 
or n = 2. 
The number K(G) of Kekule structures of G is then equal to P(G; 
A1, ••• , An), i.e. to th.e numerical value of the .polynomial associiated with 
G for a 1 = A1, ••• , an = An, if every linear segment of G with Laibel a; 
contatins A 1 + 1 hexagons for 1 6 i 6 n. 
The polynomial W(G) has a purely combinatorial ch·arao'terisation as 
follows: There exists a one-to-one mapping between the s·et of all products 
a 11 a;2 ••• a1k in the develop:ment of W(G) as a sum of products and the 
set of all sequences of k natural numbers 
1 6 i 1 < i 2 < ... < ik 6 n 
.such that at least one of the diff.erenc·es is+i -i. (1 Ls L k- l) is an 
even numb'er. 
The lower part of this Table I tis a numerical ·triangle of the numbers 
wn k• where wn k denotes the number of products containing exactly k ~ 2 
variables a1 in t'he d·eve1opment of W(G) as a sum of products of variables. 
The total number of terms in W(G), denoted by Wn = ~ Wn k• may ibe 
k~2 • 
obtained from (.6) for ali variables a1 = 1. Hence 
Wn = 2° + 1-P(G;l, ... , 1), 
where P(G; 1, ... , 1) = Kn(2) and Corol1ary 1 implies 
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TABLE I 
The Terms of W(G), Above the Thick Line, and the Numbers of Such Terms 






































































Theorem 2. Th·e numbers Wn,k vemfy the following recUJI'rence relation: 
Wn,k = Wn-1,k + Wn-1,k-1 + ( L (n + k- 3) / 2J ) (8) 
k-1 
where LxJ denotes the integer part of x. 
Proof. The set of all .sequences of le natural numbers 1 ~ i 1 < i 2 < ... < ik ~ n 
such thart at least one of the differences is+i -is (1 ~ s ~ le-1) is an 
even number may be written as the union of three pairwise disjoint sets 
A, B and C, where: 
A is the set of all sequences of lo natural numiber:S 
1 ~ ii < fa < ... < ik ~ n - 1 
wihich satisfy the .same condition; 
B d.s the set of all sequences of le niatura;l numbers 
1 ~ i1 < i2 < ... < i1< = n 
such rthat at least one of the differences is+i - is (1 Ls L le - 2) is an 
ev·en num,ber; 
C is the set of sequences 
1 ~ i 1 < i 2 < ... < ik = n 
which .satisfy i2 - i 1 - i 3 - i2 = . . . = i1<_1 - ik_2 = 1 (mod 2) and ik -
-ik-1 = o (mod 2). It is clear that IAI = wn-1,k and lBI = wn-1,k-1' If we 
denote ICI = f (n, le) rit remains to iprove that 
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fi(n,k) = (LCn +kk 
1
3)/2J ) (9) 
Fork= 1 we deduce f (n, 1) = 1 and fork= 2 we have i 2 = n and i 2 -i1 
is an even number, hence f(n, 2) = L (n-1) /2J. 
We .shall prove (9) by induction on n. 
Formula (9) i.s true for n = 2 and n = 3 f.or all k ~ 1, if we define (g )= 
= 1. Suppose (9) to 1be true for n ~ m - 1. 
It is clear that f(m, k) = N 1 (m, k) + N2 (m, k), where N 1 (m, k) is the num-
ber of sequenc,es verifying the above conditions from C, for which i 1 = 1 
and N2 (m, k) is the number of such sequences with i 1 ~ 2. It follows that 
Nz(m, k) = f (m-1, k) because the sequence 
where i/ = i1 -1 for 1 ~ j ~ k verifies the .same conditions and this map-
ping ts one-to-one. 
For m-k -o (mod 2) we have N 1 (m,k)=O Wld ,for m-k == = 1 (mod 2) we deduce in a similar way that N 1 (m, kJ = /(m-1, k-1). 
We shall consider two cases: 
i) m-k = o (mod 2). We derive 
( LCm + k-4)/21) f Cm, k) = f{m-1, k) = k-1 
by indwcM·on hypo,thesis. If m - k ~ 0 (mod 2) lit follows m + k = 




ii) m-k - 1 (mod 2), hence m + k = 1 (mod 2). In this case 
f(m,k) = f.Cm-1,k) +/Cm-1,k-1) =(Lem+/ /) / 21) ,+ 
+(Lem+/ 
2
5)/21)= (LCm+kk 3i/21-l) +. (LCm+\ 3~/21-1) = 
_ ( LCm + k-3)/21 ) 
- k-1 • 
hence (9) .is true for n = m also. The proof is complete. 
It follows that Ta.ble I can be easily constructed from Pascal's triangle 
of binomLal coefficients presented in Table II in a slightly modified fmm: 
its last column of l's has been deleted, and zigzag lines have been marked. 
All entries in Pascal's triangle are brac'keted in order to distinguish them 
from the entries of W ( G) in Table I. 
Taible III shows how one can obtain lthe entries lJrl. the lower part 
of Table I from the bracketed binomial coefficients displayed in Table II. 
Each non-bracketed number in Table III is the sum of one or two non-
-bracketed numbers (directly aibove 1and/or aibove-right) and of one bra-
cketed number (directly abov·e) . The .bracketed numbers are those fol-
lowtng the zi~ag lines dn Table II (for illustration purposes, the same 
types of !in.es have been ·employed 'in Tarbles II and III). 
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TABLE II 
Pascal's Triangle of Binomial Coefficients Depleted of the Last Column of 1's 




(1 ) - ··-··( 3 )-"-'"( 3) 
/ / / 
/ , I 








(1) (6) (15) (20) (15) (6) 
TABLE III 
The Numerical Triangle for the Number of Terms in W(GJ from Table I 
(Non-bracketed Values) 
n Triangle entries wnk wn 
3 1 1 
. ~~ 
(1)···· .. (1) 
.j, + 
4 ~t~t 4 
(1 )===(1 )===(2) 
-!- i "' 5 ~}~?~~ 12 
(1 )-·- · ( 1 )-·-· ( 3 )-·-· { 2) 
.,, "' J, "' 
6 ~~~~~1~~~ 31 
{ 1 )· - .. (1 ) .. - .-(4 >-·-·{3 >-·-·-{ 3) 
J, .!- -i. J, 
"' 7 /5 /14 /i5 /21 /9 74 
"' ~ i i J, 
( 1 )--{1)----{5)----( 4 }----{ 6)--- - (3) 
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Hence the numbers f(n, k) fork~ 1 generate the zi1gzag lines in Table 
II. Denote their sum for k ~ 1 by G,., or 
Gn = ~ (L<n + k-3)/2J) 
k~l k-l 
From P!liOOal's triangle in .both cases when n is even or odd we deduce 
tha1t G n+2 = G n +l + Gn for any n ~ 2, t ·aking into account the recurrence 
rela.tion for the binomial numbers. We find also G2 = 1 = F1 and G3 = 
= 2 = F2, which d.mplies that G,. = F,._1 for any n ~ 2. 
This iproperty and relatton (8) imply a recurrence relation for the 
numbers W,., which contains again Fibonacci numbers: 
Wn = 2Wn-1 + Fn-1- l (10) 
Relationship (10) can be deduced directly from (7), theref.ore for-
mulas (7) amd (10) are equivalent. 
Two other reccurence relations can he obtained from (7) and (10), 
respectively, ,by using the adapted recurrence r·elations for Fibonacci num-
bers (F,. = F,._1 + F,.-2): 
Wn = Wn-1 + Wn-2 + 2n-2 -1 
W n = 3 W n-1 - W n-2 - 2 W n-3 + 1 
An expl'icit formu1'a for numbers W,. k can be deduc·ed as follows. 
Theorem 3. The following relation holds' 
w.,,- (~ i~rt•JJ-[l n+!-1 Jj 




Proof. From (13) we can conclude that W,. 1 = W,.,. = 0 for every n ~ 1 
and ·ailso thiat W,. k = o for k > n. Then the proor' follows by induction 
on n. Suppose that (13) holds for every n 6. m - 1 and every k ~ 1. By 
(8) we obtJain that 
w.,.-[m;~ll + [::}-[l m+f-1 J]"-[lm+f-2 J]-
-[lm+:-2 J]-[lm+;-3 j] +[lm+:-3 J]= 
k~l k~l k-l 
-(:) ~ [l m r kJ]-[l m + !~1 Jj' 
by aipplying the recurrence relati01n for binomial coeffLcients, since l m + ;- 2 J = l m: k J - 1. Thus (13) holds for every n, k ~ 1. 
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Corollary 3. For any fixed k, k ~ 1 the numbers Wn•k verify that 
li Wn,k 1 1 m --·= -(1---) 
n -+oo nk llo! 2k- 1 
This follows from ( 13). 
Corollary 4. The following equality holds: 
1
. Wn 
im-- = 1 
n ..-+oo 2° 
The proof follo:ws from (7) since 
1 [( -)n+l(• -)n+I] Fn = vi5 1 ·+2 v6 - 1-; v 5 < l.62n+1 for every n ~ 0. 
This indiciates that for a non-rbirainched ciatafu.sene consisting of n 
linear segments the number of products in the development of W(G) 
from (6) has an exponential charac:ter as n tends towards infinity. The 
last corollary also indicates that the term 2°-2 in (11) represents asympto-
tically 1/4 from wn. 
The three links between the Fibonacci sequence and the numbers of 
Kekule structures for non-1branched cata-condensed polycyclic hy:drocar-
bons (benzenoid or conjugated even-membered non-•benzenoid) presented 
in this paper ·are sup;plementing the previous relationships between che-
mistry iand FLbonacci numbers described by Hosoya.8 
Acknowledgements. - Tharnks a·re addressed to PirO•fesor H. Hosoya for 
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SAtETAK 
Kemljski grafovi. 40. Tri relacije izmedu Fibonaccijevog niza i brojeva 
Kekuleovih struktura za nerazgranate katakondenziirane policikllcke 
aromatske ugljilmvodike 
AlexanMu T. Balaban i loan Tomescu 
Odredene su rekurentne relacije za K brojeve Kekuleovih str'lllktura kod 
benzenoidnih i nebenzenoid.n.ih katafuzena Jroji imaju nerazgTa.natu vrpc,u .kata-
kondenzimnih prstena. Odatle iproizlaa:i da u slueajru .a.neliranih segmenata koji 
imaju d·va prste:na brojevi Kekuleorvih struktura fo.rmiraju Fibonacc1jev niz. 
Korolar 2 daje diru~u reiaciju s Fi:bonaccrjevim brojevima. Do·bivene su algebaTsike 
formule pomocu kojih se brojervi K'eku.leorvih struktum mo,gu dobiti iz broje~a 
sesterokuta za sivaki linearno konde,nzirani segment. Broje·vi clanova ru ovim 
alge:bairskim wrazima .fo1rmiraju numeri16ki tm~ut koji je povezan s Pascalovim 
trokutom i ikoji daje t.recu relacijru s Fi.ibonaccijevim brojevima. 
